**Prodigies Curriculum Scope & Sequence (2019)**

### Core Levels & Series

- **P** - **Playtime**
  - Ages 1+
  - Slow, friendly & more heavily animated primer series
  - Designed to prepare young minds for musical learning
  - Introduces Solfege, color & the bells in a slow and repetitive format

- **1** - **Preschool**
  - Ages 3+
  - More formal development of memorized pitch
  - Heavy focus on playing the deskbells while singing (or hand-signing)
  - Focus on 3 note songs with Do Re Mi, Mi Sol La, Sol La Ti, etc
  - Nursery rhymes, I IV V songs, listening games & call & response rhythm
  - Workbook activities include sheet music, hand-writing, composing, matching, patterning, simple math, colors & more

- **2** - **Performance**
  - Ages 4+
  - Music includes multiple instruments for groups & ensembles
  - Familiar songs & concepts from Preschool, but with standardized sheet music in the Treble Clef
  - Over 80 Teacher Free Performance Videos
  - NEW: Ms. Sam teaches the songs & core concepts
  - Excellent Preschool Year 2 or Elementary Year 1

- **3** - **Primary**
  - Chapters 1 - 4
  - Ages 6+
  - Airing 2019-2020
  - Continued pitch development with a greater emphasis on transitioning to black and white music in the Treble Clef
  - Detailed look at intervals, chords, & Major and minor scales
  - Longer, more formal lessons, aural comp games, song & chord analysis
  - Workbook activities contain more vocabulary, music theory, music math, composition, and more

- **4** - **Primary**
  - Chapters 5 - 8
  - Ages 10+
  - Coming 2020-2021
  - Pitch development and in-depth exploration of the Sharps and Flats
  - More difficult songs & repertoire with lower & higher notes
  - Exploration of other keys, scales, chromatic hand-signs & more
  - Workbook activities contain more vocabulary, math, composition, and music theory concepts

- **5** - **Piano**
  - Ages 5+
  - Coming 2021-2022
  - A parallel path that adds piano specific instruction to previous series
  - Designed to help students transition from bells to piano
  - Greater emphasis on scales & exercises across all keys
  - Greater focus on fine motor skills associated with piano
  - Workbooks designed to make beginner piano easy & fun

### Curriculum Mini-Series

- **Totigies**
  - Solfege rich ear-training CDs for infants, babies & toddlers
  - Volume I Available

- **Melodles**
  - 30+ Short & sweet lessons featuring the Curwen (Solfege) Hand-Signs in a call and response format

- **Holiday**
  - 50+ Videos to get you singing, signing and playing with 20 Holiday Classics

- **Recorder**
  - 40+ videos that make a colorful, fun & classroom friendly introduction to the recorder.

- **Ukulele**
  - COMING 2019
  - A Hawaiian inspired curriculum for Ukulele with a focus on chords & simple melodies

- **Percussion**
  - COMING 2021
  - A closer look at hand-drums, snare drum, orchestral percussion & the drum kit
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